Abstract. For a complex X of modules over a commutative ring R the weak annihilator is de ned by Ann R X = T i2Z Ann R H i (X), the intersection of the annihilators of the homology modules, homotopy annihilator hann R X as the kernel of the map R ! H 0 (RHom R (X; X )), and when X is homologically bounded, say H i (X) = 0 for jij > n, the small annihilator is ann R X = Ann R H ?n (X) Ann R H n (X), the product of the annihilators of the homology modules. Various properties of annihilators are investigated; in particular it is proved that for suitably bounded complexes X and Y the homotopy annihilator hann R X is contained in hann R RHom R (X; Y ) and hann R (X L R Y ).
Introduction
Given a ring R and a module M over R, its annihilator Ann R M is contained in Ann R F (M) for any linear functor F : R-modules ! R-modules (we say that the functor F is linear if F (a X ) = a F(X) for any a 2 R; a X stands for multiplication by a on X). When trying to extend this result to complexes over R one gets three possible ways of generalising the notion of annihilator. We de ne the small annihilator ann C of a homologically bounded complex C (that is H i (C) = 0 for jij 0) and the homotopy annihilator hannX of any complex X to be certain ideals in R invariant under homotopy equivalence. We also introduce the weak or naive annihilator Ann X of a complex X as the intersection of annihilators of all its homology modules. All three annihilators are really extensions of a usual module annihilator concept (for a module M, all three of them are equal to the module-theoretic annihilator of M); moreover, they are all invariant under quasi-isomorphisms when passing to the derived category setting.
In section 2 we present a number of elementary properties of all three annihilators. Furthermore, we extend the inclusion result for linear module functors to functors RHom R (?; ?) and ? L R ?. Some examples are also given, mainly to illustrate the relation between small, homotopy and weak annihilators.
Since in fact any linear additive functor F : R-modules ! R-modules can be extended to a complex functor T (which will also be linear in the above sense), the natural question to be asked is: what possible inclusions can exist between annihilators of a complex X and T (X)? However, in the derived category setting the conditions to be posed on T in order to get the inclusion hannX hannT(X) are not known to the author; therefore the Annihilator Theorem and its corollaries discussed in Section 3 incorporate only small and weak annihilators. There, various inclusion theorems are proved for such annihilators; one then has Theorem 1 of 4] and S atze 2.1.3, 2.3.3 of 5], as corollaries. Futhermore, a couple of applications to the study of dualizing complexes are formulated and proved. Complexes. A complex X of R-modules is a sequence of maps f@ i : X i ! X i?1 g i2Z where @ i @ i+1 = 0 for all i. We use the following notation: Z X n = Ker @ X n ; the kernel of @ X n ; B X n = Im @ X n+1 ; the image of @ X n+1 ; C X n = Coker @ X n+1 ; the cokernel of @ X n+1 ;
H n (X) = Z X n =B X n ; the n-th homology module. Then in mum, supremum and amplitude of X are de ned by inf X = inffn 2 Zj H n (X) 6 = 0g; supX = supfn 2 Zj H n (X) 6 = 0g and ampX = supX ? inf X: The truncated complexes T m @ X and T A n X are given by Homological dimensions. For a complex X 2 D(R) de ne the projective, injective and at dimension of X by pd R X = sup N (supfi 2 Zj H ?i (RHom R (X; N)) 6 = 0g); id R X = sup N (supfi 2 Zj H ?i (RHom R (N; X)) 6 = 0g);
where N ranges over all R-modules. As shown in 1], these numerical invariants of X can be de ned by the existence of a suitably bounded projective, injective or at resolution of X.
We also cite the following Characterization Theorems of 1] for homological dimensions.
Flat Dimension Theorem. The properties of these annihilators are summarized in the following Theorem.
(1) hann R X and ann R X are well-de ned.
(2) a 2 Ann X , H(a X ) = 0. ? ! X ' ? ! I are projective and injective, respectively, resolutions of X, then a P 0 , a I 0. Namely, we have the following commutative diagram: Since a P is homotopic to zero if and only if a P 2 B Hom R (P;P) 0 (the same is true for a I ) | and thus a is in the kernel of both ' and , we get that hann R X for a complex X 2 D(R) is also well-de ned.
(2). Multiplication by a annihilates all homology modules of X | that is, acts like zero map on the complex H(X) | if and only if H(a X ) = 0.
(3). If P (I) is a projective (injective) resolution of X such that a P 0 (a I 0)
then H(a P ) = 0 and a 2 Ann R X.
(4). Take a projective resolution P '
?! X. Then ann R X = ann R P ; we also can safely assume that P i = 0 for i < 0 (otherwise, set b P = S ? inf X P ; then Hom(P; P )
is equal to Hom( b P ; b P )); let also s denote supP. Pick an element b 2 ann R X; we can assume that b = a 0 a 1 a s , where a i 2 Ann H i (P) for i = 0; : : : ; s (as an arbitrary element in ann R X is a sum of such). We will prove that b P 0 by explicitly constructing the needed homotopy.
? For every i; @ i e i = 0, therefore a i e i maps P i into @ i+1 P i+1 and thus the extension i is well-de ned. As follows from the construction, the needed homotopy map will be ? ! Z and Y ' ?! I. Then the corresponding representatives for T (X) will be Hom(P; I); Hom(L; J) and P F . By de nition of Hom-functor and tensor product for complexes,, we get (a 2 hann R X):
a P 0 (a J 0) =) a Hom(P;I) ; a P F ; a Hom(L;J) 0: ( ) Let us prove now that all three representatives are, indeed, resolutions (injective, projective and injective, respectively) of the corresponding T (X). Pick an arbitrary acyclic complex E. By adjointness, we have the following isomorphisms:
Hom(E; Hom(P; I)) = Hom(E P; I); Hom(P F; E) = Hom(P; Hom(F; E)): F is K-projective; therefore Hom(F; E) is acyclic. As K-projectives are K-at ( 6], Prop.5.8), E P is also acyclic. By injectivity of I and projectivity of P we get that right-hand sides above are acyclic, which implies that P F is Kprojective and Hom(P; I) is K-injective. The same argument works for Hom(L; J) and thus P F; Hom(P; I) and Hom(L; J) can be used as resolutions for T (X) in each case. 1 Remark. The following argument shows that (5) is also true for the functor R? a (?), if the complex involved is in D ? (R).
Take the (usual) injective resolution X '
? ! I and a 2 hannX. Then ? a (I) represents R? a (X) and consists of injective modules (and, therefore, is a resolution of R? a (X)). As ? a (I) is a subcomplex of I, the maps a I and a ? a (I) are homotopic to zero simultaneously. Therefore, hannX hannR? a (X).
Examples. We illustrate the given de nition and properties. Since K a is a bounded complex of free modules and thus X R K a represents X L R K a , the inclusion a 2 hannK a hann(X R K a ) is a consequence of (5).
We also get the result from 3], Theorem 16.4 as an easy corollary: Remark. As we see from the example 3 in Section 2, this inclusion cannot be strengthened to Ann X Ann L(X). Proof. The proof is carried out only for a covariant L as it can be used almost verbatim in the contravariant case.
We will use induction on ampX = supX ? inf X. For induction base take X with zero amplitude. Then X is quasi-isomorphic (up to a shift) to the module H 0 (X) and ann X = Ann R H 0 (X) Ann R H i (L(H 0 (X)) for all i 2 Z. 2 We say that L is TP (triangle-preserving) when it takes distinguished triangles into distinguished triangles; linearity means that L(a X ) = a L(X) for all X 2 D(R); a 2 R (here a X denotes the multiplication by a on X ).
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Let`denote supX. Assume the theorem is true for all complexes with smaller amplitude. Consider the distinguished triangle (S`H`(X); X; T`? 1 @ X) in D(R) (See 2], Lemma I.7.2). By applying L to it we get another distinguished triangle (L(S`H`(X)); L(X); L(T`? 1 @ X)) since L is TP and the long homology sequence Finally, there is a similar result for the L R -functor. One also has a number of corollaries; none of them is new but nevertheless it is an illustration to the approach.
